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PROGRAMMA SVOLTO
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Disciplina: Lingua inglese
Classe: 1AE
a.s.2022/23 (Da febbraio 2023 al termine delle attività scolastiche nelle modalità e nei
tempi esplicitati sul registro)

Testi in adozione:
1)Grammar:Leonard C., Identity A2 to B1

Starter unit:
Grammar: Groups of verbs (auxiliaries, modals, all verbs), 2 constructions used with
affirmative, interrogative and negative sentences. short answers. Verb to be. Plural nouns
(regular and irregular cases).Wh-questions, possessive adjectives,definite and indefinite
articles.Demonstrative adjectives; possessive adjectives; possessive “s”, possessive
pronouns and “Whose?”
Vocabulary: word list (p. 159), colours, classroom objects, common adjectives

Unit 1 It’s all about me
Grammar: There is, there are, verb have got (affirmative, interrogative, negative
construction, short answers), have vs have got (different use and meanings), adjective order,
prepositions of place
Readings: These girls are one in a million (p.26)
Vocabulary: physical appearance and word list (p. 168), common nouns, bedroom furniture

Unit 2 Live and learn
Grammar: Present simple. Types of actions (daily routine, general and scientific truths);
constructions used with personal subjects; 3° singular person suffixes and verbs endings;
time expressions: frequency adverbs, time prepositions, frequency expressions; so and
neither (with different verbs: auxiliaries, modals, all verbs)
Vocabulary: daily routines, everyday activities
Speaking skills: Agreeing and disagreeing

Unit 3 I love it
Grammar: Group of verbs followed by ing form (like, hate, enjoy, can't stand,love and go),
verbs+ing (general rule and particular cases). The modal verb: Can to express ability
(affirmative, interrogative, negative and short answers)
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Vocabulary: free-time activities, play-do-go
Speaking skills: Making and responding to suggestions; accepting and refusing (p. 51)

Unit 4 Look at me!
Grammar: Present continuous: types of actions and time expressions used. Constructions:
affirmative, interrogative, negative and short answers. Dynamic and stative verbs. Present
simple vs present continuous
Vocabulary: Clothes and accessories (p.192)
Readings: Appearance vs Reality (p. 56)

Unit 5 Food for thought!
Grammar: Countable and uncountable nouns; some,any, no, much, many, a few, a little;
definite and indefinite articles (the,a,an);
Vocabulary: portions and containers, food and drink

Unit 6 We are family!
Grammar: Past simple of the verbs be and can. Constructions (affirmative, interrogative,
negative and short answers). Regular verbs endings ( all cases).
Vocabulary: Past time expressions

Unit 7 Home sweet home!
Grammar: Past simple: irregular verbs. Constructions (affirmative, interrogative, negative
and short answers).
Vocabulary: all irregular verbs (italian meaning, base form, past simple and participle) p.
300
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